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A generalized algebra of quantum observables, depending on extra dimensional constants, is
considered. Some limiting forms of the algebra are investigated and their possible applications
to the descriptions of interactions of fundamental particles are proposed. A relation between
current and constituent quark masses is found using a modified quark equation of Dirac-
Gu¨rsey-Lee type and restrictions on the results of simultaneous measurements of momentum
components are pointed out.
At present the Standard Model (SM) is the theory of three fundamental interactions, namely,
strong, electromagnetic and weak ones. The theory is based on definitions of quantum fields in
the continuous Minkowski space-time (MS). The group of MS motions is the Poincare´ group, its
irreducible unitary representations (IRs) are used to specify elementary particles. This procedure
works successfully for all visible particles such as protons and electrons, but it is not well justified
for unusual particles (UPs) such as quarks. UPs can exist in states of matter under extreme
conditions, for instance, in the early Universe, in the quark-gluon plasma or inside of elementary
particles [1, 2]. Space-time properties of UPs may be more complicated and determined by a
generalized group of space-time symmetries in extra dimensions [3, 4]. In this case an algebra of
observables of quantum theory can depend on additional fundamental constants as compared with
the light velocity c and the Planck constant of action h¯.
In this paper we consider a generalized algebra of observables for quantum theory, which de-
pends on extra fundamental constants with dimensions of mass, length and action [5]. It is known
the conventional quantum theory has a long-standing problem concerning the removal of short-
distance singularities. It was the reason which inspired Heisenberg to suggest the idea that the
configuration-space coordinates may not commute [6]. Then Snyder introduced a Lorentz-invariant
quantized space-time characterized by a fundamental length [7]. This theory is, however, not in-
variant under translations. A generalized translation invariance, which leads to noncommutative
momenta and so to a new fundamental unit of mass, was suggested by Yang [8]. The most general
algebra of quantum observables has been found providing the Lorentz invariance in Ref.[5] (see
also Ref.[9]) and a new fundamental constant with the dimensions of action has been introduced.
Let us write generalized commutation relations in the form presented in Refs.[5, 9] for operators
Fij , pi, xi and I, xi and pi are operators of 4-coordinates and 4-momenta, respectively, Fij are
proper Lorentz group generators, I is a so-called ”unit operator”.
[Fij , Fkl] = if(gjkFil − gikFjl + gilFjk − gjlFik),
[pi, xj ] = if(gijI +
Fij
H
),
[pi, pj ] =
if
L2
Fij ,
[xi, xj ] =
if
M2
Fij ,
[pi, I] = if
(
xi
L2
−
pi
H
)
,
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[xi, I] = if
(
xi
H
−
pi
M2
)
,
[Fij , pk] = if(gjkpi − gikpj),
[Fij , xk] = if(gjkxi − gikxj),
[Fij , I] = 0. (1)
The algebra (1) depends on four dimensional parameters: L is a constant with the dimensions
of length, M with the dimensions of mass, H and f with the dimensions of action (M and L can
take real values as well as pure imaginary ones, c = 1 in the system of units being used). In the
general case, the algebra (1) can be considered as the algebra of observables for some Lorentz-
invariant quantum theory with noncommutative coordinates and momenta. The commutation
relations (1) go over into the commutation relations of the canonical (at present) quantum field
theory providing f = h¯ in the limiting case, when M , L and H become infinitely large. Note that
a more complicated case is also possible, when f is some function f(L,M,H), which tends to h¯ in
the limiting case, as L→∞, M →∞ and H →∞.
The system of commutation relations (1) specifies some class of Lie algebras which consists
of semisimple algebras as well as general-type algebras. On performing the calculation of the
Killing-Cartan form the condition of semisimplicity can be written as
f2(M2L2 −H2)
H2M2L2
6= 0. (2)
If one carries out a linear transformation of the pi, xi, I generators, which has the form
Fi5 = Bxi +Dpi,
Fi6 = Exi +Gpi, F56 = AI, (3)
then one can obtain the commutation relations for the algebras of pseudo-orthogonal groupsO(3, 3),
O(2, 4) and O(1, 5) under the condition (2). These algebras correspond to specific values of the
parameters M2, L2 and H2 [5, 9].
IRs of the algebras (1) are determined with the help of eigenvalues of Casimir operators. For the
pseudoorthogonal groups in six-dimensional spaces the Casimir operators have the known forms
in terms of the generators Fij , i, j = 0, 1, ..., 5:
K1 = ǫijklmnF
ijF klFmn,
K2 = FijF
ij ,
K3 = (ǫijklmnF
klFmn)2. (4)
K1, K2 and K3 can also be expressed in terms of the I, pi, xi, Fij , i, j = 0, ..., 3, operators. For
instance, the second-order invariant operator K2, which in terms of the I, pi, xi, Fij we denote as
C2, can be presented as
C2 =
∑
i<j
FijF
ij(
1
M2L2
−
1
H2
) + I2 +
xip
i + pix
i
H
−
xix
i
L2
−
pip
i
M2
. (5)
C2 in the limiting case M →∞, L→∞, H →∞ transforms into the ”unit operator” I squared.
One can apply the algebra (1) for a description of megaphenomena. In this case values of the
parameters entering into the system (1) should be of cosmic scales under the condition that inviolate
physical phenomena take place at least at distances of the order of the Solar system. Possible
applications of the algebra (1) for such phenomena have been developed in the Refs.[10, 11]. In
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the Refs.[12, 13] the algebra (1) has been applied for microphenomena. In what follows we assume
that the algebra (1) is suitable for a description of UPs such as quarks or preons.
Let us define new microscopical constants κ, λ and µ by means of constants M , L, H and f .
First of all we set f = h¯ because of the algebra (1) is applied for microphenomena. Then it is
convenient to define
κ = h¯/H, λ = h¯/M, µ = h¯/L. (6)
So the algebra (1) can be written in the natural units with c = h¯ = 1 as
[Fij , Fkl] = i(gjkFil − gikFjl + gilFjk − gjlFik),
[pi, xj ] = i(gijI + κFij),
[pi, pj ] = iµ
2Fij ,
[xi, xj ] = iλ
2Fij ,
[pi, I] = i(µ
2xi − κpi),
[xi, I] = i(κxi − λ
2pi),
[Fij , pk] = i(gjkpi − gikpj),
[Fij , xk] = i(gjkxi − gikxj),
[Fij , I] = 0. (7)
Some physical interpretations and mathematical properties of an algebra, which corresponds to
the algebra (7), are considered in the Ref.[14]. We shall restrict our consideration to the application
of the algebra (7) to account for quarks. It is known the presence of the nonzero κ leads to the
CP−violation [5, 9], because of this it has been noted [13], that the condition κ = 0 should be
hold for quarks due to the fact the strong interactions are invariant with respect to the P−, C−
and T−transformations on the high level of precision. Moreover, the presence of the nonzero λ
value causes to some inconsistencies for the description of quarks and is superfluous. It can be
easily seen, if one take into account that the constant λ should be most likely connected with a
typical size of the confinement domain for quarks and gluons, which is of the order of hadron size.
Thus, we put κ =λ = 0 and denote µ as µs. In this case the particular form of the algebra (7)
can be written for strong interacting fundamental particles such as quarks and gluons in the form
presented below, the unaltered relations from algebra (7) (for [Fij , Fkl], [Fij , pk], [Fij , xk], [Fij , I])
are not shown.
[pi, xj ] = igijI,
[pi, pj ] = iµ
2
sFij ,
[pi, I] = iµ
2
sxi,
[xi, xj ] = 0,
[xi, I] = 0. (8)
The direct consequence the commutation relations written above is the rise of nonzero standard
uncertanties for quark momentum components in simultaneous measurements. For instance, let
ψ1/2 be a quark state with the definite value of its spin component along the third axis. Then
[p1, p2] = ih¯µs/2, as it follows from commutation relation for p1 and p2, so
∆p1∆p2 ≥ µ
2
s/4, (9)
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and if ∆p1 ∼ ∆p2 one gets ∆p1 ≥ µs/2, ∆p2 ≥ µs/2. Taking into account the value of µs estimated
further, we see the generalized quark components cannot be measured better than tentatively one-
half a mass of the π−meson.
Rough estimations in the framework of quark model give us the µs value should be in the
neighborhood of 0.5 GeV. For instance, we can use a quark equation of the Dirac-Gu¨rsey-Lee type
[15, 16]
[γi(p
i
0
+ dpk
0
Lik + iµsγ
i/2) + 2iµsSij(L
ij + Sij)]ψ = mψ, (10)
the pi operator is equal to piF + iµsγ
i/2 and following to the Ref.[17] pF is a space-time part of the
total momentum: piF = p
i
0
+dpk
0
Lik, d = µs/m0 and p0, Lij are the usual generators of translations
and Lorentz transformations in Minkovski space-time, p2
0
= m2
0
. We assume that the mass value
of a constituent quark arise predominantly due to the noncommutativity of pi compoments as is
shown in the relations (8). So we obtain for the quark state ψ with Lijψ equal to zero the relation,
which provides a possibility to estimate the magnitude of µs:
m ≈ m0 + 2iµs, (11)
m0 can be identify as the current quark mass, while m as the constituent quark mass. For example
one can use for the current and constituent masses of u-quark the values 2 MeV and 316 MeV,
respectively, whereas the energy of the constituent quark is equal to 335 MeV in a hadron ground
state [18, 19, 20]. Thus µs should be pure imaginary negative and |µs| ≈ 157 MeV. This value is
one-half the value for µs, which has been obtained by other means in Ref.[13]. But two constants
µs and λs have been used in this work, what is superfluous for strong interactions of quarks and
gluons, as it is pointed out previously. The algebra (8) is isomorphic to the algebra of the AdS
group O(2,3) due to the condition µ2s < 0.
As it follows immediately from Eq.(11) the current and constituent masses for all quarks differ
approximately from one another by the constant term, which is equal to 2|µs|. Taking into account
the values of constituent masses presented in Refs.[19, 20], we can deternimate the current masses
for d−, s−, c− and b−quarks on the scale of their constituent masses: mdcur(m
d
con) ≈ 6.2 MeV,
mscur(m
s
con) ≈ 158 MeV, m
c
cur(m
c
con) ≈ 1292 MeV, m
b
cur(m
b
con) ≈ 4635 MeV.
In summary let us make one additional comment. Very likely the Universe has a quantum
origin at the beginning. So the dispersion relation between an energy and a momentum for a
cosmic system can be depended on its characteristics on a quantum stage of formation, with
regard for the numerical values of constants can variate during a certain formation period (see, e.g.
[21, 22]). This being so the relation (11) can be realized and effective masses of cosmic systems
can increase analogously to increasing of quark masses.
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